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HEADLINES

1. THE LANGUAGE OF INVITATION IN THEORY AND PRACTICE
   - How to understand the verse “Invite to the way of your Lord with wisdom and good instruction…” (QURAN, 16/125) in modern days
   - Invitation methods and languages of prophets
   - Invitation method and language of Prophet Luqman
   - The features that an inviter should have
   - Behaviours that support invitation language
   - Mosque as a centre of giving invitation and the language of mosque
   - Invitation language outside mosques

2. YOUNG INVITERS AND THE LANGUAGE OF INVITING THE YOUTH
   - Young inviters in the history of Islam and the language of invitation
   - Communicating with the youth at the present time, and invitation towards the youth
   - How the youth sees religious officials and what are their expectations
   - Invitation language, method and content in the service given to the youth
   - How to catch the language of the current age and the youth
   - The use of language in value teaching
   - Raising young inviters
   - Creating awareness among madrasah, religious school and Islamic theology students
3. THE LANGUAGE OF COMMUNICATION AND INVITATION TOWARDS DIFFERENT SOCIAL GROUPS

The language of invitation towards:

- children and women
- handicapped and the elderly
- criminals, addicts, homeless people etc.
- shopkeepers and craftsmen
- the employers and the employees
- officers and chiefs
- bureaucrats and administrators
- teachers and students

4. BODY LANGUAGE IN INVITATION

During daily life, conversation, negotiation, khutbahs, preaching etc

5. GOOD DEEDS AS AN INVITATION METHOD

6. INVITATION LANGUAGE IN MUSIC, FILM AND SOCIAL MEDIA

7. INVITATION LANGUAGE OF RELIGIOUS OFFICIALS ABROAD

- The problems religious officials come face to face abroad and solution offers
- Examples for the language of invitation abroad

8. MODEL PEOPLE FOR INVITATION LANGUAGE FROM PAST TO PRESENT

9. INVITATION LANGUAGE IN OTHER RELATED TOPICS
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